Only through the image is life to be grasped, only through the image can the image be expressed; the chain of images is infinite; only death is imageless. The chain stretches out towards death, as if it were the last link, and yet something already beyond the chain -as if all images were only made for death's sake, to somehow grasp, in spite of everything, death's absence of image....(1) This formula can be applied structurally to Kafka's work. And yet the representatives of modern literature are far from being of one opinion here. Hermann Broch's Virgil lives, thinks and speaks entirely within his images. He spins himself a cocoon of them. He is swept away by a lush poetic language which can, like music, numb our rational consciousness. Kafka, on the other hand, seems to want to show us in every sentence that he sees language as inadequate to the task of creating the poetic world which he envisages. His fundamental experience is: that we have no proper language for our images. In Kafka we see the problem of language and reality at its most acute. Broch still has the concept of the symbol. He can still write in more or less secure possession of an older theory of meaning. In other words, for him everyday language can rise above its own banality of expression. It can come close to saying the «ineffable» whenever an artist applies to it those means, such as musicality, that make clear that the words are being used not in their «real» meaning -but in a way that is somehow above ordinary reality. Now, for Kafka the writer has one great difficulty. He can no longer use language «for purposes of comparison.» None-2 Studies in 20th & 21st Century Literature, Vol. 3, Iss. 1 [1978] 
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It is now time to apply what I have said generally about Kafka's thought to the novels themselves and show how the ideas derived from the short prose pieces dominate the novels thematically and structurally. In each case we shall be looking at the very clear relation which is established between individual and world. But it is characteristic of these relations that they change very significantly from work to work, and the changes occur on both sides of the connexion.
The novel America -«Der Verschollene» («a person lost without trace», as Kafka would doubtless have called it in the end) -still preserves the contours of the realist novel of the 19th century. Kafka himself drew attention to Dickens' David Copperfield as his point of orientation within the genre. A young man whose thoughts we can readily understand, who is idealistic and inexperienced in the ways of the world, someone from a respectable German home, but not a Jewish one according to the author(7) -this young man is transplanted into an alien reality. We can specify this reality as capitalist America in the early 20th century. Despite this, the novel is from the beginning in no genuine sense realistic. For a kind of surrealist light falls on the series of events that mark Karl Rossmann's way and colours them increasingly. In this way it is indicated that such events have a further dimension of meaning beyond the psychological and sociological content of Karl's encounters and experiences. Exactly what this dimension signifies remains obscure, transcends the consciousness. In the episode with Brunelda, the seventh and last of the chapters he wrote towards the end of 1912 (A 234 ff.), Kafka almost attains the semiotic structure of his later novels as the language is here directed particularly towards an alien dimension of imagery and meaning, towards an excess of obscure implication. (8) Nonetheless, this way of transforming reality into parable did not content Kafka. For, two years later he took up the novel again and employed a quite new poetic. In what Max Brod called the Nature-theatre of Oklahoma» and made the last chapter in his edition, Kafka creates a higher reality which presents a level of narration over and above the empirical world. Kafka is closer here to allegory and fairy-tale than elsewhere in his work. For in shaping this world of images he places most emphasis on the spiritual aspect, and in this world the hero experiences all the happiness of which the real world has cheated him in a series of fairy-tale encounters. The angels blowing trumpets from high pedestals, the emptiness of the vast stadium and so on are reminiscent of early Surrealist painting, notably the Italian school of pitiura metafisica which arose at much the same time as Kafka was writing. In a sense this school represents a spiritual dimension in modern painting, as -far from trying to reproduce the world we see -it used the empty spaces of the Italian marketplace as a stage on which the Invisible could appear.
This analogy seems to me important for an assessment of Kafka's modernity. But it was not of final importance for the writer's future development. Rather, his way leads via the technique which he developed in the earlier chapter of America. Where the «Nature-theatre* does remain relevant however is in the model it presents for the «passing over of an individual into an alien, non-empirical world. This pattern is fundamental for the next two novels. the difference of genre between the short prose forms and the novels. In the short, dense parables, and in those stories which have the character of parables, the complexity of social life is usually excluded. Rather, certain fundamental problems of human existence are presented figuratively and in a kind of pristine purity. In such a context it is possible to portray the recognition of guilt, the clear verdict and the voluntary execution of sentence. The novel, on the other hand, tries by its nature to comprehend a totality. Kafka's novels show a form of existence that is heavily socially determined: it is a corrupt society against which the main character struggles, whilst at the same time his whole thinking is conditioned by it. In such a framework there can be no pure and immediate actions -neither in life nor in death. Now we must ask: how are the two narrative techniquesthat of realism and that of the parable -structurally related to one another in The Trial? In other words: how does the empirical world relate to the «spiritual» in the novel? At first sight they seem like two stories built one above the other in the edifice of the work. The lower story is the «real world» -the level of the daily life of the main character, and this is perfectly accessible to rational analysis. Here Josef K. is exposed to the effects of concrete social realities. It is quite clear to the reader how he has so far lived as an official of the large bank, with its hierarchical structure, and how his private life in his boarding house is composed. He is an average kind of hero, adapted to his existence, relatively successful in his job, thanks to ambition and a calculating way of behaving, but in human terms impoverished and isolated.
To remain with our image of a two-storied building: from the first sentence of the novel this «ground floor» reality which I have just described acquires, literally, an upper level. For in the moment of his arrest the world divides for K., and his consciousness reflects the division. There remains the dimension of life as he has so far lived it -the only reality he has known. Then
